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Airport is one of very important place for transportation activities through air by airplane as transportation tools. Airplane is the only one fastest transportation and covered up very large regional until now.

The demand about air transportation is because of development and increasing to infrastructure of the airplane itself or infrastructure for luggages and passengers. Airport infrastructures are very complex, so there's expected to accomplish air transportation that would be secure, fast and comfortable.

When we see passenger condition that's increasing every year, there's would be unbalance condition between passenger growing and airplane in the future. To balancing and anticipating the increase of passenger growing, it is needed for terminal building for passenger that's could handle activities with comfortable, secure and according to the available standard.

Palangkaraya as a province's capital, today has already Tjilik Riwut Airport that's serve domestic flying. But until now is not yet accomplish condition to handle too much passenger that's always increasing. In the point of view about increasing needed of air transportation, it makes government of Palangkaraya city has planning to developing Tjilik Riwut airport. To handling the needed of airport services as caused by the increasing of airport transportation traffic, that's must to plan airport development with conception and integrated direction, whether in the management of land availability, air space and environment around the airport, infrastructure management and airport's operation system itself according to decided conditions.